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1   INTRODUCTION

Providing services to laboratories and clinics bring Facilities Management staff into work situations

which present some unique and sometimes poorly understood hazards. This booklet is intended to

give trades, custodians and security officers an introduction to the types of hazards that are present

in these facilities.  It also tries to provide guidance on ways in which these employees can minimize

the dangers.

Clearly one important feature of Dalhousie laboratories and clinics is the presence of very large

numbers of chemicals.  Some of these chemicals are quite toxic.  Others are flammable or

dangerously reactive.  But, there are also biohazardous materials used in some laboratories in the

Tupper Building and in the Life Sciences Centre.  Biohazardous materials are also found in clinics in

the Dental Buildings and Health Services and in a number of off-campus locations.  In fact, because

blood, saliva and other body fluids can also present a biological hazard, university residences might

also present an opportunity for exposure to biohazards.

Beyond these chemical and related hazards, there are sometimes physical hazards present in

laboratories and clinics.  So, for example, Dalhousie clinics use x-rays to diagnose patient conditions

and some researchers use x-rays in studying the properties of materials.  In other laboratories,

researchers use lasers that are powerful enough to cause a serious eye injury.  Compressed gas

cylinders and other high pressure systems are common.  And, radioactive chemicals are used in

dozens of laboratories in Medicine and Science.
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2   CHEMICAL HAZARDS

2.1 TOXICITY

Five hundred years ago, one of the founders of the science of toxicology wrote that “Dose makes the

poison”.  What he discovered is that for virtually every chemical, if the dose is sufficiently high -

poisoning inevitably results.  What differentiates chemicals then, is not whether they are poisonous

or not, but how much of a chemical is required to produce harm.  This is actually a principle which

we see operating in our lives every day.  Each time you walk down a street, you are exposed to

carbon monoxide released by passing cars and trucks.  Because the engine exhaust is diluted with

clean air, the amount of carbon monoxide to which we are exposed is too low to produce poisoning. 

On the other hand, each year the news carries stories of people killed in their sleep by carbon

monoxide released into their homes from malfunctioning furnaces.  The difference between these

two outcomes is entirely determined by the differing doses received.

For some chemicals such as cyanides, as little as 1.2 g can cause a fatal poisoning. [(To put that in

perspective, 3 regular Asprin tablets weigh about 1.2 g.]  Other chemicals such a sodium chloride

require much higher doses.  Still, for other chemicals, the doses required to cause a fatality is so high

that it is almost impossible for a serious poisoning to occur by accident.

From an overall perspective, Dalhousie laboratories and clinics use tens of thousands of chemicals. 

Most are in the low to moderate toxic range, although there are some very toxic chemicals also used

at Dalhousie.  In general, you are more likely to find a highly toxic chemical on the shelves in a

research laboratory than you are in an undergraduate teaching laboratory.  Although not all suppliers

of research chemicals use the WHMIS symbols on their labels, highly toxic products often show the

familiar “skull and crossed bones” on the label.

Toxicities* of some chemicals

Chemical Toxic Oral Dose (in grams)
2,4,7,8 - TCDD (called Dioxin in the media) 0.002 g
Sodium cyanide 1.1 g
Nicotine 3.5
Caffeine 24.9
Diazepam (active ingredient in Valium) 49.7
Acetylsalicylic acid (active ingredient in Asprin) 105.0 g
Sodium chloride (table salt) 262.0 g

*  based on tests conducted on laboratory rats extrapolated to a 70 kg. person
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2.2 EXPOSURE

Toxicity, however, is only half the story.  Before a chemical - even a highly toxic one - can cause

harm, you must be exposed to it.  Put simply, in order for a chemical to harm you, it must come into

contact with your body in a way which allows the chemical to exhibit its harmful properties.

There are really three ways in which you can come into direct contact with a chemical.  A chemical

can come into contact with your skin or your eyes.  You can swallow the chemical - usually referred

to as ingestion.  Or you can breathe in the chemical - termed inhalation.

2.2.1 Direct Contact

Direct skin or eye contact can occur through handling the chemical, handling something which has

been contaminated with the chemical, by splashes of liquids or solutions of the chemical, by being

present in an area where the chemical is present as a gas, or as dust or liquid droplets suspended in

the air.

For some chemicals, direct contact with the skin or eyes produces serious damage at the

point of contact.  Chemicals which bear the WHMIS corrosive symbol (a chemical attacking

the knuckle of the hand and a bar of metal), or the hazardous product symbol (the skeletal

hand)  are harmful immediately on contact.  Many familiar chemicals such as sulfuric acid

(the acid present in car batteries) and sodium hydroxide or lye (the active ingredient in

many drain and oven cleaners) can cause damage or destroy skin on contact.  If these

chemicals contact the eye, they can cause enough damage to result in blindness.

Direct contact with some other chemicals, can cause irritation rather than

tissue destruction.  Many of these chemicals carry the WHMIS “T”.

Our skin provides an effective barrier preventing some chemicals from being taken

up by the body.  Those who like to cook have likely often added “a pinch of salt”, and in the process

subjected themselves to direct skin contact with sodium chloride.  Our skin prevents the sodium

chloride from being taken into the body in significant quantities.  The presence of a cut or open sore

on the skin means that the skin’s ability to prevent uptake of chemicals is reduced.  It is possible for

a chemical to be taken up by the body through such breaks in the skin.  When a chemical manages to

bypass the protection normally provided by the skin, the subsequent impact depends upon how much

is taken in and how toxic the chemical is.

However, some chemicals can pass through intact skin.  Once the chemical has bypassed the skin’s

protective layer, the chemical can be picked up by the blood and transported around the body.  In

this way, a chemical can be carried far from the point of contact to an organ where it can cause

harm.
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Direct skin and eye contact are very real possibilities in laboratories and clinics.  To prevent these

exposures, laboratory and clinic staff, as well as those such as trades people and custodians who

provide service to these units, need to protect themselves.  By working carefully and by wearing

protective gloves, protective eye wear and, in some cases, by wearing a lab coat or some similar type

of protective garment, you can prevent exposure.

2.2.2 Inhalation 

Inhalation is the process by which gases or suspensions of dust or droplets enter the body along with

inhaled air.  We experience inhalation exposures every day.  When someone walks by wearing

perfume or cologne, small amounts of chemicals are carried into our respiratory system.  Because

we are particularly sensitive to some of these chemicals, we are able to detect their presence by

smell.  Of course, many other materials are odourless.  So we are unaware of their presence when

we are exposed to them.

Our respiratory system provides several layers of defense to protect us from at least some of these

chemicals.  If we did not have these defense mechanisms, our species would not have survived the

cave man stage of our evolution.  Our nose filters out large particles from the air that we inhale. 

Deeper into the respiratory system, a layer of mucous covers the membranes to provide the second

layer of defense against inhaled contaminants.  The mucous layer quite effectively removes water

soluble contaminants from the inhaled air.  When water soluble contaminants, such as most acids

and ammonia, come into contact with the mucous, they are removed from the air.  It is this action

that is responsible for the irritation one experiences in the back of the nose and throat when one

accidentally gets a whiff of an ammonia-based cleaner.  Deeper still in the respiratory system there

are cells equipped with tiny hairs whose job it is to filter out finer particles and sweep them out of

the respiratory system.  But, if a chemical is able to escape each of these defense systems, it can

reach tiny air pockets of the lung.  At this point, solids such as asbestos fibres can be deposited,

damaging the tissues of the lung.  Other chemicals can damage the sensitive tissues that make up

these tiny air pockets.  And still other chemicals can cross into the blood system and then be carried

around the body, potentially able to damage organs some distance away.

Laboratory and clinic staff are generally careful about creating situations which would lead to

inhalation of dangerous chemicals.  After all, their health and safety is at stake as well.  And, these

people spend much longer in these work situations than do staff of Facilities Management or other

units which service University laboratories or clinics.

There are building systems which are also important in minimizing inhalation exposure.  Generally,

we ventilate laboratories and clinics at rates well above the ventilation rates used in offices and other

lower hazard locations.  It is not unusual at Dalhousie to provide a laboratory with 3 or 4 times the

air flow than is provided to an office.  This increased air flow means that contaminants which might

become airborne, are significantly diluted thereby reducing the amount of chemical that an occupant

might be exposed to.  And, all higher hazard laboratories are equipped with mechanically ventilated
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fume hoods.  These fume hoods are designed to very effectively capture airborne contaminants and

exhaust them directly to the outdoors.  At the discharge point - usually on the roof of the building -

emitted contaminants are so diluted with clean outdoor air that they present no health or

environmental hazard.

However, in some cases an additional precaution, such as the wearing of respirators, is necessary. 

Respirators can be used to remove particles from inhaled air.  Particulate respirators generally

provide 95% removal efficiency - used in connection with low to moderate concentrations of low to

moderately hazardous dusts.  Alternative types of respirators remove essentially 100% of particles

from inhaled air and are used with more dangerous dusts such as asbestos.  Respirators are also

available which remove both particles and organic vapours.  Proper functioning of a respirator is, of

course, very dependant upon fit.  So to get the proper protection, the proper respirator needs to be

selected and it must fit properly so air does not leak around the respirator allowing contaminants to

by-pass the filter.

2.2.3 Ingestion

Accidental ingestion of chemicals usually occurs when we transfer a chemical from our hands to our

mouths.  Eating food or drinking beverages that have become contaminated also results in ingestion

of chemicals.  As is the case with inhalation, ingestion permits chemicals to gain entry into the body. 

Ingested chemicals can cause damage to the mouth or throat - in the case of corrosive chemicals - or

to pass through the digestive system and again be transported to organs throughout the body.

Prevention of ingestion of dangerous chemicals relies on both safe work practices and good hygiene. 

Dalhousie’s laboratory safety rules prohibit the consumption of food, beverages or application of

cosmetics in laboratories or clinics where dangerous chemicals are used.  The staff who work in

Dalhousie laboratories and clinics, as well as University custodians, routinely wear disposable

gloves to prevent chemicals from contaminating the skin.  There may well be situations in which

trades staff should also use protective gloves when providing services to laboratories or clinics. 

When a task is completed, it is important that the gloves be removed properly using a procedure that

does not allow the skin to contact the contaminated exterior of the glove.  Once the gloves are

removed and discarded into the laboratory trash, a thorough hand washing should ensure that there is

no risk of ingesting a dangerous chemical.

Disposable gloves are usually manufactured from vinyl (actually polyvinyl chloride) or latex or

nitrile rubber.  These different glove materials are resistant to different types of chemicals.  The staff

who regularly work in the laboratory or clinic can usually provide advice on what type of glove

should be used.

A small percentage of people can become allergic to latex (widely used in many products other than

gloves).  People with a family history of allergies should consider avoiding the use of latex gloves.
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2.2.4 Injection

Sharp instruments or broken glass can cut the skin and provide a means by which chemicals can
bypass the protection that the skin normally provides.  If a sharp instrument such as a needle, a
scalpel or broken glass, is contaminated with a chemical, a cut or puncture injury can also create a
chemical exposure.  Again, under these conditions, the chemical has direct access to the blood
system which can transport it far from the point of original injury to damage an organ that is quite a
distance away.

To prevent such accidents, University waste disposal procedures require that sharp wastes be

packaged in specially designed sharps containers or in sturdy cardboard boxes to protect custodians

and others who might have to handle the waste.  But mistakes do happen and everyone who provides

services to laboratories, clinics and even residence washrooms, needs to be vigilant.  Special care is

needed when handling bags of waste because lifting and moving the bag can cause a sharp to

protrude from the bag and cause a cut or puncture.

2.3 SHORT TERM  VS LONG TERM EXPOSURES

Chemicals can exert their toxic properties over the short periods or over the long periods of time. 

The ‘classic’ poisons are those which produce toxic results in a short period of time following an

exposure.  These short term (or acute) toxins produce symptoms of poisoning within a very short

period following exposure.  Cyanides and carbon monoxide are among the chemicals which cause

significant injury or death within a short period following an exposure.  Although not normally a

work place problem, binge drinking can lead to fatal alcohol poisoning - another example of acute

toxicity which follows shortly after a large exposure to a chemical - in this case ethyl alcohol.

Some chemicals can cause damage after prolonged or repeated exposure even though the individual

exposures are too low to produce symptoms of the injury.  Asbestos is a well known example of a

material which exhibits chronic toxicity - in this case, damage caused as a result of very long term

exposure to airborne fibres.  To ensure that employees are not exposed to amounts of asbestos which

might prove harmful after years - or even decades - Dalhousie has adopted an Asbestos

Management Plan.

Some chemicals can present both acute and chronic hazards.  In addition to alcohol’s ability to cause

short term poisoning, long term abuse of alcohol is extraordinarily damaging to the human liver.  So,

in this case, the same chemical - ethyl alcohol - can cause short term poisoning as a result of a very

high single exposure, or long term harm as a result of lower but often repeated exposures.

2.4 WARNING PROPERTIES

We are able to detect the presence of some chemicals at levels well below those which cause harm. 

Methyl mercaptan possesses such good warning properties that it is almost impossible for someone

to be exposed unknowingly to harmful amounts.  Most people can detect the characteristic ‘rotten
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eggs’ odour of methyl mercaptan when the concentration is below one part per billion.  In contrast,

the level at which the US government indicates methyl mercaptan presents an immediate danger to

life or health is about 400 parts of methyl mercaptan per million parts of air.  So we are able to

detect the odour of methyl mercaptan at roughly 1/400,000 th of the concentration which presents an

immediate hazard.

So good are the warning properties of methyl mercaptan, that we deliberately add it to propane so

we are able to sense a propane leak.  A leak of propane - a chemical with relatively poor warning

properties - could create a very serious fire hazard which we might not be able to detect if we were

not to add methyl mercaptan.

On the other hand, carbon monoxide is a chemical with very poor warning properties.  Carbon

monoxide is an odourless gas.  The level at which carbon monoxide is an immediate danger to

health is about 1500 parts per million.  So it is actually quite a bit less poisonous than methyl

mercaptan.  But, while we never hear of people being poisoned by methyl mercaptan, each year we

hear about people dying from exposure to carbon monoxide.  These fatalities happen, at least in part,

because carbon monoxide has such poor warning properties.

2.5 REACTIVITY

We live in a world powered by chemical reactions.  Fire is a chemical reaction.  The very

complicated processes which take place when plants grow are largely chemical reactions.  Our

bodies metabolize food and it is the energy released by these metabolic reactions which powers

everything we do.  There are, however, some chemical reactions which create hazards.  The reaction

between many cyanides and acids produces hydrogen cyanide - a deadly gas.  Many chemical

reactions generate heat.  So if a reaction starts in a closed container, the heat and pressure can build

up until an explosion occurs.  If combustible materials are involved, the explosion can also create a

fire.

There are tens of thousands of chemicals used in research laboratories and thus there are

countless numbers of combinations possible.  Although by far the majority of these

combinations do not react to create unusual hazards, there are a few that do.  WHMIS

takes account of the properties of some of the more reactive chemicals by including the

“exploding R” on the label.

Before we can have a dangerous chemical reaction, the chemicals must first come into physical

contact.  From the perspective of a trades person or custodian, there is very little chance that a

hazardous reaction is going to take place while they are working in a research or teaching laboratory. 

However, should an accident occur in which several chemicals are knocked from a shelf, or several

beakers are upset allowing the chemicals to mix, there is a remote chance that a dangerous reaction

will follow.  Should such an accident occur, support staff should immediately leave the laboratory

and report the accident to someone who works in the laboratory.
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There is one related situation which some staff of Facilities Management might expect to face. 

Sulfuric acid is the acid present in car batteries.  It is also widely used in many industrial processes

and was at one time used to maintain acidity balance in the water in Dalhousie’s large boilers. 

When water comes into contact with sulfuric acid, a great deal of heat is released.  Although what is

happening is technically not a chemical reaction, the consequences can be very dangerous.  The heat

can cause splattering and could lead to the acid coming into contact with a worker’s skin or eyes. 

The damage resulting from such a splatter could be irreversible.  In the 1980s, water was

accidentally pumped into a drum of sulfuric acid in the CSB boiler room.  The heat released when

the water and acid came into contact, caused the acid to gush out of the drum resulting in a

significant chemical spill.  Fortunately no one was injured in the accident but it did disrupt

operations for several days.  Sulfuric acid in car and truck batteries presents the potential for similar

accidents.

2.6 FLAMMABILITY

Under WHMIS, the flame symbol on the label is intended to provide a visual reminder

that these chemicals present a serious fire risk.

We all have experience with flammable liquids.  Most of us have a couple gallons of gasoline at

home in our garages to power lawn mowers and other small engines.  Methyl and ethyl alcohol are

two other flammable liquids which are widely used in industrial and commercial products.  And,

some of the products used by Dalhousie trades people and custodians are alcohol based.  Both

methyl and ethyl alcohol can in fact be used as fuels. Each day the University Club uses alcohol

burners to keep the buffet warm in the Dining Room.  But, because we are so familiar with

flammable liquids, we sometimes don’t treat them with the respect that they deserve.

Flammable liquids are also very widely used in laboratories and clinics.  It is usually easy to find a

laboratory cupboard or shelf lined with 1 to 4 litre brown glass bottles.  The majority of these bottles

contain flammable liquids.  These liquids - like gasoline or alcohol - can be ignited by a flame, a

spark or contact with a hot surface.  Because of the extent to which they are used in laboratories,

flammable liquid fires happen fairly often.  Several years ago, a fire broke out in the Chemistry

Department laboratory when vapours of benzene - a flammable liquid - escaped from a heating

apparatus.  Although we were not able to identify what ignited the vapours, the fire burned a

graduate student and did considerable damage to the laboratory.  This accident bore an eerie

similarity to another laboratory fire also involving benzene which claimed the life of a student in the

same building in the 1930s.

Facilities Management staff and contractors need to aware that flammable liquids are very often

present in the laboratories and clinics where they provide services.  An accidental spill could set the

stage for a fire.  In the event of a spill of any chemical, trades and custodial staff should immediately

vacate the laboratory, closing the door on the way out.  The spill should be immediately reported to

someone from the Department or to Security.
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3   BIOLOGICAL HAZARDS

Many laboratories, particularly in the faculty of Medicine, use biohazardous materials. 

By the nature of their work, some Dalhousie clinics create wastes which have been

used in the care of patients.  Some of these wastes could be contaminated with

materials which present a biohazard.  Similarly, some waste created in the normal

course of residence life might also present a biological hazard.  So biohazardous

materials are not confined just to laboratories and the WHMIS biohazard symbol might

not always be present to remind people of the possible presence of infectious agents.

Technically, Health Canada defines a biological hazard as a “material which is capable of causing

infection in people, plants or animals”.  In establishing safety protocols, Health Canada places these

infectious agents into one of four categories.

3.1 CLASSIFICATION OF BIOHAZARDOUS AGENTS 

The least dangerous, Level 1 agents are those which Health Canada believes are “unlikely to cause

disease in healthy workers or animals”.  Among the agents which Health Canada has placed in Level

1 is  E Coli, a bacteria that is naturally found in the human intestine.  Like other Level 1 agents, E

Coli presents very little risk.

Level 2 agents are those which Health Canada indicates can cause human or animal disease but,

which under normal circumstances, are unlikely to be a serious hazard.  Among the infectious agents

in Level 2 are E Coli 0157:H7 the bacteria which contaminated the water in Walkerton  Ontario.  At

Walkerton, drinking water that had been contaminated made many people ill.  But, those who were

most seriously harmed were very young children and the elderly.  These people were particularly at

risk because of their generally weaker immune systems.  Examples of other Level 2 agents are the

pathogens which cause measles, mumps and chickenpox, hepatitis and the flu.

The more dangerous infectious agents are placed in Levels 3 and 4.  There are no Level 3 or Level 4

agents used in any Dalhousie laboratory.  There is discussion under way which might lead to

opening Level 3 laboratories in the research wings of the Victoria General and IWK Hospitals.  But,

if these new facilities are opened, researchers will not be permitted to move Level 3 agents outside

of those laboratories.

At Dalhousie, all research involving even Level 1 or Level 2 agents is reviewed by the University’s

Biosafety Officer - a faculty member appointed by the Dean of Medicine.  This review ensures that

the research protocols are in accord with the safeguards published by Public Health Agency of

Canada and the Canadian Food Inspection Agency.
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3.2 PREVENTING INFECTIONS

The concern with biohazardous agents, of course, is that they are capable of infecting people and

causing illness.  It is not uncommon for people to contact some of these illnesses as children.  For

some of these diseases such as mumps, that bout of childhood illness confers an immunity which

last a lifetime protecting the individual from subsequent infections.  For other infectious diseases,

vaccines are available which similarly provide immunity.  Hepatitis B is a disease caused by a Level

2 virus.  The disease can be transmitted when a person comes into contact with the blood of an

infected person.  A vaccine that protects people from being infected by the Hepatitis B virus is now

in widespread use.  Some years ago, Dalhousie adopted a policy of offering Hepatitis B

immunization to custodians who provide services in clinical areas and to security officers who might

face a Hepatitis B infection risk while providing first aid to someone injured in a campus accident.

There are, however, biohazardous agents in use in Dalhousie laboratories for which presently there

is no vaccine.  In addition, as the 2005 mumps outbreak among students indicates, there can be

instances when people are not fully protected by vaccination.  So it is important that we take steps to

protect those who service laboratories and clinics from infection.

3.3 ROUTES OF EXPOSURE

People are exposed to infectious agents by exactly the same exposure routes which cause chemical

exposures.  People can come into direct contact whereby the infectious agent contacts the skin.  If

the infectious agent is airborne, there is a risk of inhalation.  Ingestion too is a possible exposure

route if the infectious agent is transferred from the hands to food or the person touches their mouth

with a contaminated hand or glove.  Finally, injection can present an exposure route as when

someone suffers a cut or puncture from a contaminated sharp instrument or broken glass.

3.4 DIRECT CONTACT

For most Level 1 and Level 2 infectious agents, the skin provided a fairly good barrier. However, if

the skin is broken as a result of a cut or even an area of abrasion, an infectious agent can pass

through the skin and the person can contract the disease.  The mucous membranes of the mouth or

nose provide much poorer barriers to infectious agents.  So if an infectious agent comes into contact

with a person’s mucous membranes, an infection can result.  For some Level 2 agents like the virus

which causes the flu, mucous membrane contact is actually the principle route of exposure.  Most

often one first comes into contact with the flu virus by touching a surface which has been

contaminated by someone who is already ill.  Hand to mucous membrane transfer then allows the flu

virus to enter the body and begin the infection process.

Preventing infection thus depends upon protecting the skin by wearing gloves while working in

laboratories where infectious agents are used or in areas of clinics or residences where surface

contamination is more likely.  One needs to take particular care to avoid touching the mouth,
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nose or eyes with a gloved hand when the outside of the glove might be contaminated.  Care is

needed when removing gloves to avoid touching the potentially contaminated outer surface with the

clean hand.  And, after removing the gloves, it is good practice to wash ones hands thoroughly.

3.4.1 Inhalation

Inhaling an infectious agent in a laboratory is not likely a major risk for custodians or trades people. 

Unlike some chemicals which can easily evaporate, most infectious agents do not readily evaporate. 

Handling solids or liquids in a way which creates dusts or dispersions of airborne droplets, can

present an inhalation risk.  Within the laboratory, however, these kinds of activities are generally

confined to biological containment cabinets which are designed to keep potentially infectious agents

from escaping into the laboratory air.

3.4.2 Ingestion

Ingestion of an infectious agent is an important route of exposure for some infectious agents. 

Ingestion is the most important exposure route for E Coli 0157:H7 - the particularly virulent form of

E Coli which caused the mass poisoning in Walkerton and a number of outbreaks of “hamburger

disease”.  For employees of Facilities Management, ingestion of an infectious agent is only likely to

occur if one transfers the infectious agent from the hand (or a glove) to the mouth or to food. 

Avoiding ingestion of infectious agents involves good practices with the wearing and removal of

gloves, frequent and thorough hand washing and avoiding eating, drinking or applying cosmetics

(Chapstick) in areas where infectious agents are likely to be present.

3.4.3 Injection

Accidental injection with needles and similar sharp instruments (called needle stick injuries) are

serious risks for laboratory staff and those involved in patient care.  People who provide support

services to these work places can also suffer needle stick injuries if sharps are not properly disposed

of.  Broken glass that is contaminated with an infectious agent presents a similar risk.  In each case,

an accident results in a break in the skin and provides an opportunity for the infectious agent to

bypass the skin and enter the body to begin the infection process.

To prevent such injuries, Dalhousie has adopted waste disposal procedures which call for careful

handling of sharps.

3.5 EXPERIMENTAL ANIMALS AND HUMAN ANATOMY

Dalhousie researchers and teachers in both Science and Medicine use rats, mice, guinea pigs and a

variety of other experimental animals.  These animals are cared for by a staff of trained technicians

under the supervision of a skilled veterinarian who works with a local animal care committee. 

External review of our experimental animal program is provided by the Canadian Council on
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Animal Care which carries out inspections periodically.  As part of the review, the Council ensures

that we use animals ethically - only using animals for valuable work and when alternatives to using

animals are not available.  And finally, the Council ensures that, when we do use animals, that our

treatment is appropriately humane.

Research animals are well cared for, and their health is checked regularly.  So there is virtually no

chance that any of them could carry an illness which could be passed on to other animals or to

people.  Some people, however, can develop allergies to even healthy animals.  Facilities

Management staff might occasionally find that they are asked to work in areas where experimental

animals are present.  With the exception of the allergy problem, there is very little likelihood that

being in these areas while animals are present will present any risk.  Staff concerned about the

allergy potential, should speak to their supervisor or ask the Safety Office for advice.

There are people who object to any use of experimental animals and a few of these people have in

the past, interrupted operations and even caused damage in faculties conducting work using

experimental animals.  There are accordingly some significant concerns about security in these areas

and these security provisions might impact Facilities Management work.

For students in Medicine, Dentistry and some in Health Professions, study of human anatomy is an

essential part of their curriculum.  To support these teaching and research programs, the Faculty of

Medicine operates several human anatomy laboratories in Tupper.  There are sometime concerns

expressed by those who provide services to these areas that they might be at risk of contracting a

disease.  However, the process which is used to preserve the cadavers very effectively destroys any

pathogen which might potentially have posed a risk.  It is as important, however, for Facilities

Management staff to understand that these are human remains and that we have both moral and legal

obligations to treat them with the utmost respect.
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4   RADIATION

Radiation is a natural part of our world.  Technically radiation is the “transfer of energy in the form

of waves or particles”.  It is sometimes helpful to think about radiation by comparison with what

happens when you drop a stone into a pond.  The stone transfers energy to the water and this energy

is transferred away from this spot by waves.  The distance between the crest of successive waves is

the wave length.

There are actually many types of radiation which differ from each other in their wave lengths.  The

following diagram depicts the spectrum showing that at the long wave length (or low energy) end,

one finds radio waves, microwaves and infrared waves.  Shorter wave length radiation includes both

visible and ultra violent radiation.  Together, radiation spanning the radio wave to ultraviolet range

are called non-ionizing radiation because these types of radiation lack the energy needed to interrupt

atomic structures.  Although they are of lower energy, it is not correct to say that non-ionizing

radiation cannot cause harm because they can - given enough exposure - cause injury.  Anyone who

has suffered a sun burn for example, has had first hand experience with the harmful effects of

ultraviolet radiation.

But, the much more dangerous forms of ionizing radiation occur at still shorter wave length - higher

energy - end of the spectrum.  These include x-rays, gamma rays and cosmic rays.  Each of these

types of radiation carries enough energy to interact with the atoms which make up our bodies and

everything else around us.  It is this interaction with the atoms of our bodies which creates the

potential for harm.

The high energy, ionizing radiation presents particular difficulties because we are unable to detect it. 

We cannot see ionizing radiation nor can we feel it or sense it in any other way.  In this way it is like

carbon monoxide and the other chemicals which possess poor warning properties.  Of course, there

are instruments which one can use to detect the presence of radiation.  But, few of us go around with

radiation detectors in our pockets.
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Because we cannot detect ionizing radiation with our senses, the Canadian Nuclear

Safety Commission - the agency which regulates the use of radiation in Canada -

requires that we post radiation warning signs on the entrances to laboratories where

sources of ionizing radiation are present.  Within the laboratory, more signs will

indicate the actual work areas where work with radiation is carried out.

4.1 BACKGROUND RADIATION

We live in a world where we are exposed to radiation every minute of every day.  Cosmic radiation

continuously reaches the earth from outer space giving rise to exposure no matter where on earth we

are.  And, the earth too is a source of exposure to radiation.  In nature, some elements exist in both

radioactive and non-radioactive forms.  So, for example, there are radioactive forms of both carbon

(14C) and potassium (40K).  Although the vast majority of the carbon and potassium in the world

are not radioactive, wherever carbon or potassium are present, there are small amounts of the

radioactive forms also present.  So there is naturally occurring radioactivity in the soil, in building

materials, in trees and plants, and even in our own bodies.  Together these various sources of

radiation contribute to what we call the “background” level.   Adding to this background level is

radiation we are exposed to when undergoing medical procedures, working around radioactive

materials, and even while flying in aircraft.

4.2 RADIOACTIVITY AT DALHOUSIE 

At Dalhousie, there are three sources of exposure to high energy, ionizing radiation.  X-ray

machines operate in some of our clinics and some of our laboratories.  Radioactive isotopes are

encapsulated in some solid “sealed sources” often used in research instruments.  And most prevalent

radioactive forms of carbon, phosphorus, iodine and a few other elements, are incorporated into

some chemicals used by Dalhousie researchers in Medicine and Science.

4.2.1 X-rays

In the Dental Clinic, there are quite a number of x-ray machines used by clinic staff and students in

providing dental care to patients.  These x-ray machines are identical to the dental x-ray units used

in dental offices across the country.  These machines use an electronic system to produce a short but

intense burst of x-rays.  The x-rays are, however, only produced when the dental technician operates

the controls.  When the machine is turned off, there is no residual radiation.  In this regard, x-rays

are just like light bulbs.  They emit radiation while turned on.  But, when they are turned off, there is

no longer any radiation present.  In addition to their presence in patient care areas, there is a similar

x-ray unit in the Animal Care facility in Tupper.

Elsewhere at Dalhousie, researchers use x-ray machines to study the properties of materials.  In

principle, these “analytical” x-ray machines operate in the same way as the diagnostic units used in

patient care.  There is, however, one difference.  While the diagnostic units typically operate for
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only a few seconds at a time, analytical instruments may run for as long as a few hours while data

are collected.  In this situation, it would then be possible for someone to enter a laboratory while an

x-ray machine is operating.  The x-ray machine’s safe guards which protect the operator should also

ensure that there is no exposure.  But there is, of course, some small risk that a failure of a safe

guard or an accident might result in an x-ray exposure.  This, of course, is one reason that support

staff are not normally permitted to enter these areas when laboratory staff are absent.

4.2.2 Sealed Sources

Radioactive materials are sometimes encapsulated in solid sealed sources which, in turn, are

normally placed with some type of an instrument.  In many cases, the amount of radioactivity

present is quite small.  The domestic smoke detectors which many of us have in our homes, contain

fairly weak sealed sources of radioactivity.  However, on campus there are a few very intensely

radioactive sealed sources contained in highly specialized instruments.  As required by regulations,

these instruments have many built in safe guards to prevent accidental exposure.  And, the rooms

where these units are located are heavily secured.

These sources emit radiation continually at a rate that depends upon which radioactive isotope is

present.  When the source is contained within an instrument, the instrument will invariably be

designed to ensure that the level of radiation at the instrument surface is safe.  When, as is the case

in a few laboratories, the sources are not contained within an instrument, they will normally be

stored behind a shield.  This shielding is designed to ensure that the radiation does not reach

occupied areas of the laboratory.  Again, because of such hazards, Dalhousie policy and government

regulation do not permit unauthorized access to these laboratories.

The radioactive isotopes present in both these sealed sources and in the radioactive chemicals

described below, are actually undergoing “radioactive decay”.  As radiation is emitted, they are

eventually transformed into stable, non-radioactive elements.  The time it takes for half of the

radioactivity to disappear is called the “half-life”.  Some isotopes have very short half lives - as little

as a tiny fraction of a second.  Others have half-lives as long as years, centuries or even thousands of

years.

For both x-rays and sealed sources, the hazards are those which arise when one is exposed to the

external sources of radiation.  Ingestion, inhalation or skin contact - all important exposure routes for

chemicals - are not of concern with x-rays or sealed sources.  Protection from these sources will be

discussed in more detail later but in essence they involve:

-  limiting the duration of exposure,

-  maximizing the separation from the source, and

-  using shielding where appropriate.
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4.2.3 Radioactive Chemicals

Because researchers are able to measure the presence of radioactivity at very, very low levels, it is

sometimes useful to place a radioactive atom in a chemical.  Researchers are then able to follow

what happens to that radioactive atom as the chemical is altered in a chemical or biological process. 

Like the radioactive material present in sealed sources, these radioactive chemicals emit radiation

continuously.

Generally, there are very tiny amounts of chemical present.  So, trades people and custodians are

more concerned with the radiation hazards than with the reactivity, flammability and toxicity

hazards of the chemicals within which the radioactive element has been placed.  But, the potential

exposure routes include all those that are important with hazardous chemicals.

Because these are radioactive chemicals, one can be exposed to the radiation simply by being close

to the radioactive chemical.  Generally, however, those radioactive chemicals which present a

significant hazard are stored behind shields which essentially prevent the exposure.

One could also be exposed to the radiation by touching a contaminated surface.  Laboratory staff are

required to clean-up and monitor their work areas following work with radioactive chemicals so

there is little likelihood of a significant skin contact.  These risks are, however, further reduced by

the normal practices of wearing protective gloves and thorough hand washing after removing the

gloves.

Inhalation of a radioactive chemical could be of considerable concern as it might expose very

delicate lung tissue to radioactivity.  But it is a quite unlikely exposure route.  With the exception of

some radio iodine and sulphur compounds, few of the radioactive chemicals used at Dalhousie are

particularly volatile.  They thus do not readily evaporate.  Nor is normal trade or custodial work in

clinics or laboratories likely to create airborne dusts or mists which would also generate an

inhalation risk. 

A cut or puncture injury caused by a sharp instrument or broken piece of glass, could create an

injection-type exposure if the cause of the accident were contaminated with a radioactive chemical. 

The same policies and procedures which address protecting laboratory staff and trades and custodial

workers from chemical or biological exposures apply to radioactive chemicals.

4.3 PRINCIPLES OF RADIATION PROTECTION

Because our senses cannot detect radioactivity, the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission insists that

those who service areas where radioactivity is used understand three crucial principles of radiation

protection.
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4.3.1 Principle of Time

We accumulate radiation exposure while we are in areas where radiation is present.  By working

efficiently, we are able to minimize the time we spend near sources of radiation and thus limit our

exposure to radiation.

4.3.2 Principle of Distance

Radiation exposure decreases when we move away from the source of radiation.  In the same way

that noise levels decrease as we move away from loud noises, the amount of radiation that we are

exposed to decreases as we move away from radioactive sources.  Keeping as far away as practical

from sources of radiation is another effective means of limiting radiation exposures.

4.3.3 Principle of Shielding

Placing an appropriate barrier between yourself and the source of radiation can significantly reduce

your radiation exposure.  In an identical fashion, an umbrella can shield a bather on the beach from

harmful effects of exposure to the sun’s rays.  What constitutes an effective barrier depends upon the

type of radiation involved.  As the diagram shows, a sheet of paper effectively shields alpha

radiation. In contrast, a concrete wall may be required to effectively shield neutron radiation.
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The following table provides information provided by the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission on

shielding for different types of radiation.

Radioisotope Radiation Emission Typical Shielding Required

Tritium ( H) weak beta particle none (total absorption by shipping vial ~ 0.2 mm3

glass)

Carbon-14 ( C) weak beta particle none (total absorption by shipping vial ~ 0.2 mm14

glass)

Sulphur-35 ( S) weak beta particle none (total absorption by shipping vial ~ 0.2 mm35

glass)

Phosphorus-32 ( P) energetic beta particle ~ 2 cm plexiglass32

Phosphorus-33 ( P) weak beta particle none (total absorption by shipping vial ~ 0.2 mm33

glass)

Chromium-51 ( Cr) gamma emitter 7 mm of lead to reduce exposure rate ten fold51

Iodine-125 ( I) weak gamma emitter 3 mm of lead to reduce exposure ten fold125

Cobalt-60 ( Co) gamma emitter 46 mm of lead to reduce exposure by ten fold60

Americium-241 ( Am)-241

smoke detectors
alpha emitter total absorption by a piece of paper, no shielding

required

4.4 ASPECTS OF DALHOUSIE’S RADIATION PROTECTION PROGRAM

4.4.1 Exposure Monitoring

Exposure to radiation is very closely regulated by the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission.  The

allowable annual exposure regime is as follows:

Members of the general public 1 millisievert

Nuclear workers 20 milliservert (averaged over 5 years)

Background 2 millisievert at sea level (varies with location)

Although Dalhousie could classify some of its employees as Nuclear Energy Workers, the

University is committed to keeping exposures “as low as reasonably achievable”.  Dalhousie has

thus opted to use the general public standard as its work place standard.  So, no Dalhousie employee

may receive an annual radiation dose that is more than one millisievert above background.  On

average, laboratory staff who work with radiation everyday, receive an annual dose about 0.2
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millisievert or about 1/5 of the dose that the Commission indicates is safe for the general public. 

Trades and custodial staff who spend much less time in these areas than do the laboratory or clinic

staff, should get far lower radiation doses.  So, provided that established procedures are followed,

there is very little likelihood that a custodial or a trades worker would receive a dose of radiation

which would differ from the background dose received by every resident of Halifax.

4.4.2 Contamination Monitoring

Each laboratory which uses radioactivity, does so under the license issued to the University by the

Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission.  One requirement of the permit the University issues to the

laboratory is that the laboratory staff conduct sampling (at least weekly) to detect the presence of

radioactive contamination.  This sampling very, very seldom detects radioactive contamination

anywhere other than in the immediate vicinity of where the researchers are using radioactive

materials. The records of the contamination monitoring are carefully reviewed both by Dalhousie’s

Radiation Safety Officer and by inspectors from the Commission who visit the University several

times each year.

In addition to the in-lab monitoring done by researchers, the Safety Office carries out an annual

survey of ‘public’ areas of Dalhousie buildings, looking for radioactive contamination.  This testing

has never yielded levels above background.

4.4.3 Inventory Control

The permit which regulates the use of radioactivity in each of the University’s laboratories, sets

strict limits on how much radioactive material may be on hand at any time.  Laboratory supervisors

are required to account for all the radioactive material they have purchased and how radioactive

wastes are handled.  Orders for additional supplies of radioactive material are sent to Purchasing and

copies are forwarded to the Radiation Safety Office for verification before the order is placed.  With

this system in place, trades and custodial workers can be assured that the amounts of radioactivity in

any laboratory will never exceed permit amounts.

4.4.4 Disposal of Radioactive Waste

The ways in which Dalhousie is allowed to dispose of radioactive waste are established by the

Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission regulations.  Some weakly radioactive solutions are

discharged to the municipal sewers using a dedicated sink in the laboratory.  Radioactive waste

containing isotopes with short half-lives may be stored in waste holding rooms in the LSC or

Tupper.  After being stored for 10 half-lives, the waste is essentially no longer radioactive and can

then be discarded along with other laboratory wastes.  Finally, some weakly radioactive solid wastes

which contain isotopes with long half-lives, are diluted with other laboratory trash for disposal. 

Researchers are required to document how they dispose of their radioactive wastes and this

information is reviewed regularly by the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission inspectors.
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5   OTHER PHYSICAL HAZARDS

5.1 NOISE

The Nova Scotia Department Environment and Labour (and other provinces across the country) has

set a workplace noise standard of 85 decibels.  The Department believes that, provided workers are

not exposed to average workday noise levels above 85 db, they are not at risk of developing a noise-

induced hearing loss over a working life time.

Noise levels in Dalhousie laboratories are far below 85 db.  Custodial and trades workers are at no

risk of suffering a hearing loss for noise exposure in any University laboratory.

5.2 HIGH TEMPERATURE

Some University laboratories operate high temperature ovens, burners and similarly hot equipment. 

Such equipment is normally well insulated so there is relatively little risk that a trades person or

custodial worker will suffer a burn as a result of an accidental contact with a hot appliance in a

laboratory.  But care is clearly needed when working in laboratory or clinics while staff are working

with open flames.

5.3 HIGH PRESSURE

Compressed gas cylinders are common in research laboratories and clinics.  In many respects, these

cylinders are quite similar to the gas cylinders used by some of Dalhousie trade groups.  Although

there are actually many different gases in use in Dalhousie laboratories and clinics, the most

common include acetylene, air, oxygen, carbon dioxide, helium and nitrogen, and less often

hydrogen.  In both Tupper and the Life Sciences Centre, compressed gas cylinders containing

carbon dioxide, make up parts of local fire suppression systems. 

The hazards associated with these systems are two-fold.  Because these systems are under pressure,

there is always a possibility of an explosion.  If one were to drop a compressed bottle, it is possible

to break off the regulator - the device on the top of the cylinder which permits delivery of the gas

under controlled pressures and flow rates.  When this happens, the compressed gas rushes from the

cylinder and the cylinder can take off like a rocket, causing damage or injury to anything or anyone

in its path.

The second hazard relates to the gas itself.  Obviously acetylene and hydrogen are flammable and a

gas leak could lead to a fire in exactly the same way as a spill of a flammable liquid could also lead

to a fire.  The other gases are generally low toxicity material and problems only arise when so much

gas is released that the level of oxygen in the atmosphere is reduced to the point where it will not
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support life.  These gases are often referred to as “simple asphyxiants” because their principle

hazard is that they cause injury or death because the victim of a serious exposure is deprived of the

oxygen needed to sustain normal body functions.

5.4 LASERS

Lasers are instruments which are able to produce very intense light beams.  Although it

is possible to create lasers which operate outside of the visible range, most lasers

produce beams of visible light.  There are several ways in which laser beams differ

from ordinary light beams.  But from the safety perspective, the most important

difference is that some lasers are very much more powerful than any ordinary light

beam.

Like biohazards, lasers are classified into four levels ranging in power from the lower energy class 1

lasers through class 2, classes 3a and 3b to the most powerful class 4 lasers.  Many Dalhousie

professors use low power laser pointers to direct the students’ attention to important items on a

projection screen.  And low power lasers are very widely used in grocery stores in bar code

scanners.  Although no one would recommend looking directly into the beam of even a low power

laser pointer, these instruments are unlikely to cause accidental eye damage.  Lasers are, of course,

now commonly used in laser printers.  In these printers, as is the case in many modern research

instruments, the laser is completely enclosed.  Unless one tampers with the instrument and

deliberately interferes with the safety devices that are built into the instrument, there is virtually no

chance that one can come into contact with the laser beams.

But, a few Dalhousie researchers do use very powerful lasers in which the beam is not enclosed. 

These laser beams generate enough power that they can cause burns and very serious eye damage. 

One of the lasers used by researchers in the Physics Department is so powerful that if the beam were

to strike the eye of someone standing on the moon, it would cause serious injury.  Researchers

working with these instruments wear specially designed protective glasses and the laboratory is set

up very carefully to avoid reflections.  These laboratories have special warning lights mounted on

the door outside the laboratory.  Whenever the laser is on, the warning light is illuminated.  And, the

door is interlocked with the laser so that the beam is automatically turned off when the door is

opened.

Despite these precautionary measures, these lasers remain very dangerous.  Trades people and

custodians should never enter one of these laboratories when the warning light is on.  And, even

when the light is off, service people should only enter these laboratories with the prior authorization

of a member of the research group.
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6   MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL HAZARDS

Dalhousie laboratories and clinics use an astounding number of different pieces of equipment. 

Although most present very minor hazards, some could possibly cause an injury.  Vacuum pumps,

for example, are present in some laboratories.  Older pumps often use a belt drive which, in the

absence of a guard, could present an entanglement hazard.  Other laboratories use equipment in

which electrical connections are made with spring-loaded clips.  An exposed electrical contact then

could result in an accidental shock.  But trades and custodial workers are generally quite familiar

with these types of hazards.

7   PROTECTING YOURSELF FROM LABORATORY
AND CLINIC HAZARDS

Ensuring your safety while you go about your work in providing service to laboratories requires

following carefully, the policies and procedures.  If you are in any doubt about how to do a task

safely, check with your supervisor, a supervisor in the laboratory or clinic, or the Safety Office.

7.1 DOOR SIGNS

Several years ago, at the urging of the Fire Department, we improved the laboratory door signage to

add information about what hazards are present in the laboratory and how to contact the laboratory

director.  To compile the information, the research director completes a survey form describing the

hazards.  The survey form is then used to select a series of graphics which provide a quick visual

indication of the hazards present in the laboratory.  The following images provide  examples of the

sign and graphics used - many of which will be familiar to you from their use in WHMIS.
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The central area of the sign is coloured red or yellow.  '

The red code is used to indicate that, unless someone from

the laboratory or clinic is present to supervise the work,

trades or custodial workers should not enter the room. The

red code is most often used in connection with research

laboratories.  The policy was adopted because in research

laboratories - even in the absence of staff - it is normal for

chemicals to be present on benches rather than in storage

cabinets, for equipment to be operating, and perhaps even

for chemical reactions to be underway.  Although it is

unlikely that anything dangerous would happen should an

accident happen, a Facilities Management staff member

might very well not know how to properly respond or worse,

might suffer an injury.
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The yellow code indicates that, provided the laboratory supervisor has approved, trades and

custodial workers may enter the room when no one is present.  Yellow codes are most often used on

teaching laboratory doors.  The less stringent entry restriction is based upon the fact that generally

highly dangerous chemicals, biological agents and equipment are not usually present in teaching

laboratories.  But in addition, when no one is present, chemicals will generally be put away rather

than being distributed on benches throughout the room.  Equipment, and particularly dangerous

equipment, is unlikely to be operating unattended.  And finally, it is unlikely that chemical reactions

will be underway when the yellow-coded laboratory is vacant.

These policies apply to routine situations when there is no urgency to the service work that is to be

carried out.  Under such situations, our policy, in essence, says that the work is not so urgent that we

should take any unnecessary chances.  There may, of course, be more urgent situations where we

might not be able to wait for a member of the research group to arrive to supervise the work.  So, for

example, a drain could become plugged and a sink begin to over flow.  Without prompt intervention,

a great deal of water damage could occur.  The coding system is not intended to apply in such

situations and staff would be expected to respond carefully to the crisis.

7.2 PROTECTING THE WORKER

Ensuring your safety while you work in a laboratory or a clinic requires your co-operation and that

of your supervisor and the laboratory or clinic supervisor.  The scope of the work needs to be clearly

understood by everyone involved so that you and your supervisor are well aware of any special

hazards that may be present so that you can plan accordingly.  Your work practices need to fit in

with what is going on in the laboratory so that your work does not create hazards for those who work

in the laboratory and so, that their activities do not create risks for you.

In some cases, tasks are sufficiently routine that we can prepare standard operating procedures that

address the risks.  In some situations, we have already standardized some procedures.  So, for

example, custodians wear protective gloves while working with chemicals.  There are many other

areas, however, where we need to develop procedures which address other hazards.

In the early 1990s, health care began to realize that they needed to respond better to the possibility

that patients might transmit infections to health care providers.  An approach called ‘universal

precautions’ emerged as those involved in patient care came to realize that virtually any patient

might present an infection risk.  So, instead of focusing only on patients known to be infectious,

health care began to treat all patients as potentially infectious.  Procedures emerged which reduced

the infection risk by developing practices which are now used in all situations.  We see evidence of

the changes in the extent to which doctors, nurses and dentists wear disposable gloves, masks and

protective eye wear.  In fact these kinds of approaches have moved well beyond health care and are

now being seen in recreation, and police and security work.
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These approaches might provide a useful model for further development of safety practices with the

trades and custodial groups.  It is difficult to know in advance which task is going to result in

inhaling a contaminated dust, or a foreign object getting into someone’s eye.  So, although

protective gloves, masks or eye wear might not be absolutely required for every task, wearing them

might well prevent many minor injuries.  And, every once in a while the circumstances turn what

would usually be an accident causing a minor injury into an accident which causes major injuries.
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8   RESPONDING TO AN EMERGENCY

When confronted with a emergency, it is essential that people respond appropriately if we are to

reduce the potential for further injuries or damage.  The first step is to stop to consider what has

actually happened because that may not always be obvious.  Once you understand what has

happened, you will be better able to judge what best to do next.  That may be as simple as shutting

off a tap that is causing a sink to overflow or assisting someone who has been injured or initiating a

fire alarm.

If the emergency involves a chemical spill or leak, do not touch anything and try not to get the

spilled material on your skin, your clothes or your shoes.  Leave the area immediately if, possible,

closing but not locking the door behind you.  Report the matter immediately to the laboratory or

clinic supervisor or someone in the departmental office.  If they are not nearby, report the matter

immediately to Security.  As soon as is practical, report the matter to your supervisor who will, at

the appropriate time, ask you to fill out an accident/incident form.

If the accident results in your getting chemicals on your skin, immediately flush the area with

lukewarm water for at least 15 minutes.  If you feel unwell, let your supervisor know immediately

and seek medical attention at Health Services.  In more serious cases, contact or have someone else

contact Security to request an ambulance.  If possible, be ready to let those responding know what

you can about the name of the chemical.

If an incident occurs which you think might have damaged a piece of equipment, immediately

inform someone from the laboratory or the clinic.  It is vital that this information reach the

laboratory or clinic staff because one of them might otherwise be injured while trying to operate a

damaged piece of equipment.
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